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POLYNOMIAL EXPANSIONS IN THE BOREL REGION 

This paper deals with the expansion of analytic functions into 

a series of polynomials* An explioit form for the polynomials is 

obtained in terms of the coefficients of a Taylor• s expansion and 

of certain positive constants h^. Conditions on the constants h^ 

are developed under which the series of polynomials will converge. 

In particular* conditions are imposed upon the such that a region 

can be found within which the series will converge to the function* 

This region is in general larger than the circle of convergence of 

the Taylor*s series* 

Derivation* Let P be a regular curve enclosing the origin, 
within which f(z) is analytic and on which f (z) is continuous* For 

z within P we have from Cauchy* s formula that 

Let hg, hg, **• be a sequence of positive numbers* Writing 

t-z = (t + h-jt) - (z+hjt) gives 

If in the right hand side we place t-z - (t+hgt) - (z+hgt) 

it becomes 

(1) 

1 

t-z t + h<jt t + hjt t-z 

1 s +■ h jt i 

1 

t-z 

1 z+hjt (z +h]t) (z +h£t) i 



(2) 

The repetition of this process m times, end the substitution in 

equation (1) gives 

*(*) = P0(*) + ?i(2) + ... +P>fc.1(«) + R.00 

I | (z+hjtHs+hgt) ... (z+l^t) dt — *■.« = Tji |7r;hl) v.v t.* 
and 

(2) R (s) “ - 
m 2 

1_ f (eth^) ... (i-Hfct) f(t) at 

TTi J (t+hjt) ... (tth^t) t - s 

To find the polynomials PQ(z) we apply again Cauchy* s integral 

formula, 

L kl L Jt=o 

In order to perform the indicated differentiation we make the following 

definitions, 

k«n 

u(t) s Jj^z + hji) 3 *n +bn 1 t
n“1 t + ... + b t* 

n,n 

w(t) a f(t) u(t) 

The n-th derivative of w(t) is 

w(n) (t) = u‘"> f + n u(BH) f1' + ... + 
nlu<»*)fW jw 
- -,   + ...+uf 
(n-k) i k! 

The k-th derivative of u(t) is 

.<W, n-k 
(t) — k! bn k + (terns in t, t% etc.) 

or the (n-k)-th derivative which is needed in w<B>(t) is 

(•HO / .v 
u (t) — (n-k)[ b^ n ^ + (terns in t, t^, etc.) 



<*) 

Using the values for t = 0 gives the (k+l)-th term in n/n)(O) as 

n* K *fc 

kT f (0) bn.n-k * 

Thus the polynomials Fn(s) have the form 

(4) *n<‘> * 

KmirH “1 #t \ 

ÏÏ_JL_ I . C 021 
-1+\J ki. 

k! n,n»k 

If the Taylor1 s expansion of f(s) at the origin is 

f(s) — aQ-»• a^s-t a2* + ••• 

these polynomials take the form 

(5) P (s) = 
n' ' 

k'-ntl 

ÏÏ — il 1-H , , 1+h 
k*l k 

k-n 

ak ^n,n-k 
k=o 

The coefficients b^ are defined by the identity (3) • They 

are the elementary symmetric functions of h^, hg* •• , h&* That is* 

bn p is the 6um of the products taken p at a time without repetitions 

of the first n of the h^. The sets of b’s for the different polynomials 

are connected by a recurrence formula 

(6) b = b - + h b , , 
' nfp n-l,p n n-l,p-l 

which holds in general if we set 

* 1 t 

— 0 for p < 0, or p Mu 

b * 1 for p * 0 n»p F 

Definition» The Borel region. Let a ray, that is a half line, 

issue frcm the origin? proceed along this line until a singularity 

of the function f (s) is encountered, if any? thru this singular 

point draw a line L perpendicular to the ray* Do this for all rays# 



(4) 

The set of points not on any line L and whioh can be joined to the 

origin by line segments not meeting any of these lines L constitutes 

a region B enclosing the origin which will be called the Borel 

region of the fiinctioD va «hall rafar -hr. +.MR as the region 

If the function has only a finite number of singularities its 

Borel region is a convex polygon (Fig.l)• The converse statement 

is not true* 

We shall next consider the convergence of the infinite series 

of polynomials 

then P(z) converges uniformly to f (») in any region B1 entirely within 

the Borel region of f(z)* 

Proof* It is required to show that under the conditions of 

the theorem 

Figure 1 

(7) P(z) = P0(z) + P1(s) + P2(s) + 

This series will be called the series P(z)* 

Theorem I* 



The contour I . Let zQ + 0 be a point in the region Bs then 

there are no singularities of f (z) within or on the circle C with 

diameter 0zo. For suppose that there were a singular point in C, 

then as we proceed from the origin along some ray we would encounter 

this singularity before reaching a point on C. À perpendicular line 

thru this point on C will pass thru zQ because we have a right angle 

inscribed in a semi-circle (Fig. 2). 

Figure 2 

Therefore a perpendicular L thru the singular point will pass between 

zQ and the origin 0, and z0 is not in the region B. Since this is 

contrary to hypothesis there can be no singularity within C. 

Likewise there can be no singularity of f (z) on C, for in this case 

the line L would pass thru zQ. 

We may accordingly choose a circle, concentric with C and of 

slightly larger radius, within and on which f (z) is analytic. This 

circle, which need not lie wholly within B (Fig. 3), will be the 

contour P • 

O 



(6) 

Had we chosen the point zQ — 0 this argument must be modified 

to a slight extent. For the origin the contour P may be taken as 
a cirèle with center at the origin. By hypothesis f(z) is analytic 

within and continuous on this circle for a sufficiently small radius. 

The remainder of the proof will assume that + Oj however, only 

slight and obvious changes need be made to treat the case zQ = 0. 

The center of P is the point &z0 and we shall let the radius 

be (i+q)|s0| , where q >0 is sufficiently small (Fig. 4). In 

particular we shall require that q < 1. (If zQ — 0 we can take the 

radius to be equal to q.) 

(t - ho)<$ - i^0) “ (i+q)
2 V0 

where as usual the bar denotes the conjugate imaginary quantity. 

This equation may be written as 

2tt - z0t - Tct = 2q(l+q) z^Q (8) 



(7) 

The bounds on the variable t are very useful; and since t is on 

the circle f7 of radius (ü+q)|z0| » these bounds are obviously 

(Fig. 4) 

(9) q2 Vo ^ tt $ (i+q)2 v0 

The next step is to prove the uniform convergence of P(z) in 

a sufficiently small region BM about the point zQ» For convenience 

BM will be taken as a circle with center at zQ and radius 'iq2|*0| • 

It is clear that this circle lies entirely within P • Now for z 

in the region B* we may place 

(10) z = hl<iq2l*0| 

To prove the uniform convergence of P(z) in the region B* we 

must show that t Given an arbitrary €>0t an M can be found such 

that for all m v M, and for all z in Bw,* | Rm(z)| < G • In order 

to demonstrate this we investigate an upper bound to the absolute 

value of the product 

z +hkt 

t '•■hjj.'k 

which appears in the expression (2) for the remainder R (z) • 
m 

To this end we consider the above product taken to infinity. 

This infinite product converges or diverges with 

which is easier to study. We write this last product as 

(11) 

oo 
TT 

z-th^t 
II 
k-l t+hjjt 



(8) 

In this form the infinite product converges or diverges with the 

summation 

provided the terms of this sum have ultimately the same sign* 12 J.V |L |Z 

—■ ft. 1 < l for all k and if (12) diverges, 
t+hjjtl 

then the infinite product (11) diverges to the value zero* We shall 

prove this to he the case for all z in Bn and all t on P • 
The terms of the summation (12) can be written as 

1 
t+hkt| 

tt - zz +hk(2tt - zt - zt) 

tt (1-f-ig (1+1^) 

c^(tt - zz) + 2tt - zt - 

M -kb \ tl -i.n.”"^\ 

zt 

If we axe to have 
|gthfct 

|t •Vhjj.t 
r<i 

for large enough values of k« 

this expression must be positive 

Wow 

2tt - zt - ït — 2tt - zQt - zQt - (nt+T)t) 

- 2q(l + q) *oTo - (qt +qt) 

by relations (10) and (8)* Since 

ht ■+qt| ^ 2 |-qt| 

which* by (9) and (10), is ^ q2(l +q) 

we find that 

q(1 + q)(2-q) ZQT0 $ 2tt - zt - Tt $ q(l + q)(2+q) *oTo 



(9) 

These bounds are definitely positive because q 4 1< Similarly we 

can show that 

“ *ozo(1 + £<l ) ^ tt — zz é q(2 + 2q - *q ) Z
0

Z
0 

or better that | tt - zzj < 4 z
0"*0 

Upon the substitution of these results and the use of equation (9), 

the terms of the summation (12) are found to be bounded by 

-1 
-4 .hk -f q(l*q) (2-q) 

(l + q)2(l+hk)(l+h;1) 

I z -t-hktj2 4 -f q(l+q)(2+q) 

lti'hktl q2(l + hk)(l+h^1 ) 

These bounds are independent of z and t. They are definitely positive 

for hk sufficiently large; so if lim h^ = oo , then I Z | <. 1 

for all k rNt It is also clear that we can choose and Cg* say 

= q/8 and Og = 6/q , such that 

°è < H z -thvt|
l OQ 

< ï£ * *<* »“ * » «• 

Therefore the summation (12), and consequently the infinite product 

(11), converges or diverges with 7, h. • If this last sum diverges, 
k-l K 

then (11) diverges to the value zero* 

This result means that under the hypotheses of the theorem the 

product in the remainder R^z) is bounded; and, given an an. 

H exists such that for all n T’M, all z in B", and all t on V 

6 

(è+q)l*0| K 

*•1 n where K is an upper bound of the function f(t). (t-s) on P, 



(10) 

(t) . (t-z) < K. The length of the contour is 21T(^ -hq) \*Q\ 

Therefore for all m 7" M 

1 

2TT 
\TT z+hkt f(t) dt 

J ^ t - * 
•~€.K-2Tr(i+q)|z0| 

Thus the series P(z) converges uniformly to f (z) in the small region 

B
B about the point zQ, which was any point in the Borel region of 

the function f(s)* 

Such a region B* exists about every point of any region B*. 

which lies entirely within B* By the Heine-Borel theorem B* can 

be covered by a finite number of such regions» and hence the series 

P(z) converges uniformly in B* to the function f (z) • 

In theorem I we have given the sufficient conditions that P(z) 

represent the function f (z) in the Borel region* We shall now 

prove that the condition that ^ hT^ should diverge is also a 
IC'I K 

necessary condition* In order to do this we shall assume that this 

sum converges, and show that the series P(§) does not converge to 

the function* 

-1 
Theorem II, If y h, converges, then P(z) converges 

kV| K 

absolutely and uniformly in any finite region to an analytic 

function, but does not converge to f(z), provided that f (s) is 

not identically sero, except at most on an isolated set of points* 

< € 



(11) 

Proof. 1). The convergence of P(z). We shall show that the 

series P(z) converges absolutely and uniformly in a circle |z| ^ H 

arbitrarily large. 

The coefficients a^ in the Taylor*s expansion of f(z) at the 

origin are bounded 

K) < "j5E 

where fo is less than the radius of the circle of convergence of 

the Taylor1 s series; and K is the maximum value of |f(t)| on s 

circle with center at the origin and radius • Then, with the 

use of the identity (.3), we can write 

V««+i 

Si+\ 

k~n 

k*o 
9 

A TTI?K 

« 1+h 

k-*n 

I n+1 k*i 

ltM(/>hk) 

1+C 

for all z in the circle (zj^M. Since M is arbitrary we may choose 

U? f> . 

Consider the product in the right hand member. It may be 

written in the form 

k-ti 

1 (l+MC/Oh^'1 ) 
k*i 

Bach factor in numerator and denominator is positive and greater 

than unity, so if 

infinity converge to values greater than !• Evidently the numerator 

h^ converges, these products taken to 



(12) 

is larger than the denominator* Thus 

lira 
|Y-»o° I 

-1 

H 7 1 

the approach to H being from below* We have accordingly that 

the terms of the series P(z) are less numerically than the 

eorresponding terms of a convergent series of positive terms, 

|pn(')| < A S (l+hntl) * A E C. 

Therefore the series P(z) converges absolutely and uniformly in 

the circle jzJ^M, and to an analytio function* 

2)* To show that P(z) ^ f(z). If we assume that P(z) — f(s) 

on any infinite set of points having a finite cluster point in a 

region D within which f (*) is analytio, then P(z) =. f (s) in D* 

We shall prove that this cannot happen in any such region D* Since 

f (z), by hypothesis, is analytic at the origin, and any D may be 

enclosèd in a larger region which includes the origin and within which 

f(z) is analytic, it is sufficient to prove that P(z) f(*) in 

some small region about the origin. And as UC2), is an analytic 
f(z) f . 

function for f (z) + 0, we shall prove this by showing that lim ^ 1, 
ï-rO f(s) 

We shall first assume that f(0) ^ 0, whence it follows that 

f (z) i* 0 for sufficiently small values of z* At the origin 
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Pn(°) - Id + V"1 b
n,n f(0) = f(0) (1+Vl>’ JI -r 

W-l * k«| 1 

where the definition of b has been used to obtain the final 
nfn 

expression. The sum of the first two 6f these polynomials is 

P0(°) + Px(0) = 
r i i hi ~i 
[l+hj^ +l+h2 1+hjJ 

[ 1 - hlh2 1 

L (l+h2)J 
- *(o) 

We have here a suggestion as to the form for the sum of the first 

n polynomials* We shall prove by induction that this form is the 

correct one* Assuming that 

k'M-l 
£r (°) 
k*o *■ 

we see immediately that 

Ivo) 

« m 

k*n 

-I 1 + 

= f(o) 

k*H 

-1 
lt*l fcrSr 1+hn+l w l1'h; 

= f(0) 

k*rt+l - IT-A 
1+Itj 

We conclude that P(0), the sum to infinity, is 

p(o) = f(o) J^i - )"*j 
00 ^ 

As we have assumed that ^ convergea, the infinite product will 
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converge to a value h 0 and 

P(0) = f (0) (1 - h) 

'which is to say that 

1 - h # 1 

For this case then the theorem is proved* 

The preceding work is a special case of the more general proof 

which will now be given* This special case, f (0) =#=■ 0, was presented 

because of its simplicity and to illustrate the method. The methods 

used were exactly those which are needed for the general case* 

At the origin we have used the Taylor * s expansion 

f(z) -= aQ + a^z + agz -f ... 

In this series let a8 be the first coefficient that is not zero* 

Then 

f(z) = zs (às + as+1 z + ... ) as ^ 0 

and the polynomials of P(z) become 

P (z) 
n' 7 

k-n-*l 

£ 
k*S 

*k ^n,n-k * 
k-s 

■where the first pdlynoraial which is not identically zero is P (z). 
8 

That is, 

P(z) « Ps(z) + Pg+1(*) + .... 

This result follows naturally front the definition of the Pn(z)* 



tw 

For i = 0 we have that 

fe"* = »s 

t"S Pn(z?L = % bn.n-« ][ <l+^*1 

k«H+l 

The sum of the first three of these terms is 

w-s+3 
*TT* "TT 1 Tf % f"Spn(^o 55 as + bs+l.l I(1+V +bs+2,2 

j* + bs+3 "^bs+2 +bs*l.l ^"bs+3(hs+2 +bs-Hl,P 

■H». 

k 

V-s+3 

= a H (1-^) 
k*l 

8+2,2 

From the definition of b8+j^ we see that 

bs+3 *hSi-2 
+bs+l,l “ bs+3,l 

hs+2 tbs+l,l “ bs+2,l 

With these expressions and the recurrence formula (6), the sum 

becomes 

n-s+2. k»«+3 

1[*-3 V'i - s +b-3.2] 

We are now in a position to establish by induction the form for the 

sum of m terms* Assume that 

k-m-i n«s+m-z k*s-H7T-f 

1 II a^)-1 



(16) 

then 

£ [*"^‘>1. =%I(1-'V'1[(ltK,J - + 'W.-iJ 

= siL^V”1 ^ 

s 

k-*© 

te* *i-l 

TTu^vf1 £ b 

^s+ia-l,k ^s+m 

k*< k' Z-- "s-m.k l<to ’ 

In the last two steps we have used the fact that b -.30, 

and also the recurrence formula (6) • 

To transform this result we use the identity (3)• This.gives 

k*n 

1<-V s 

and enables us to write 

k-to-i k*stm 

£th8-W,k ~ Î(1+hlP " 
We have accordingly that 

n^s+w-i k*S+Hl 

£&-'»<■! - s 1 <i+vl £w n*s k*' bm . 

By definition this summation carried to infinity is [*“ p<*D. • 

Now [■- f(*L ■» afl , and since 

r(«) _ p^ 

«*s t(z) f« 

so that 

ita £i*L = fclüf! 
*-» fW f ujj 

it is required to whow that Js”s ^(*)J ^ ftg 1 that is» that 
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g» la+h'1) £b * o 
L — i K ic*n-s HjlC k~( 

in order -to prove that lim j-j--)- 4- 1* i-r«fl2) ‘ 

For this purpose consider the coefficients b . « They have 
M|1W 

been defined as the elementary symmetric functions in hphg* *•* »^n« 

Let us define, in an exactly similar fashion, quantities dQ ^ as the 

-1 -1 -1 
elementary symmetric functions in h-^ ,h^ , ... ,h^ , That is t 

Vi3 !*£ 

v* - IS1 h1 1 * * 
etc* 

We notice immediately a useful inequality 

^n,k ^ ^n,l 

which holds for all finite n and k* From this definition it is dear 

that the relation between these new quantities and the b . is of the U| J£ 

form 

^n,n ^n,n-k = ^n,k 

This is the relation which could have been obtained directly from 

the identity (3) by division thru-out by the factor h^hg ^ ~ bn n* 

In terms of these new symmetric functions we can write 

k~n k-n w.-n 

Ïd+V*1 = lo+ii1)’1 £ d. 
k-i 1,^,-s * k»( k«n-$ * 

k«5 

= îd-h'1 )_1 £ ^ 
k®1 Ic-o 



(18) 

We have assumed that the summation 

oj, _i *2? -1 
x ,h = lim /.h. — lim d . -s d- + 0 
^ K «-*«* Jc n-r«> n»l 1 1 

converges; therefore the following infinite product converges 

CO 
-1 -1 

0 U>+v f1 = h + 
Also 

k.-l 

lim d . 
h-r« n,k = «*+ 

This limit exists because d„ v ^ d , i and is different from zero n.jc fl. T 
* -i -i -i 

because d^ ^ has for all values of n a term h^ h^ .. . 

With these results we find that 

lim 
IV 

k-n "] k=s 

I<l+V* *2>„k - k-« W-n-S n»K v7o 

As this was the relation needed to prove that 

ïïï>f$ * 1 

our theorem is proved* 


